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New Findings
r What is the central question of this study?
What are the effects of interstitial cells of Cajal (ICC) network perturbations on intestinal
pacemaker activity and motor patterns?
r What is the main finding and its importance?
Two-dimensional modelling of the ICC pacemaker activity according to a phase model
of weakly coupled oscillators showed that network properties (coupling strength between
oscillators, frequency gradient and frequency noise) strongly influence pacemaker network
activity and subsequent motor patterns. The model explains motor patterns observed in
physiological conditions and provides predictions and testable hypotheses for effects of ICC
loss and frequency modulation on the motor patterns.

Interstitial cells of Cajal (ICC) are the pacemaker cells of gut motility and are associated with
motility disorders. Interstitial cells of Cajal form a network, but the contributions of its network
properties to gut physiology and dysfunction are poorly understood. We modelled an ICC
network as a two-dimensional network of weakly coupled oscillators with a frequency gradient
and showed changes over time in video and graphical formats. Model parameters were obtained
from slow-wave-driven contraction patterns in the mouse intestine and pacemaker slow-wave
activities from the cat intestine. Marked changes in propagating oscillation patterns (including
changes from propagation to non-propagating) were observed by changing network parameters
(coupling strength between oscillators, the frequency gradient and frequency noise), which
affected synchronization, propagation velocity and occurrence of dislocations (termination
of an oscillation). Complete uncoupling of a circumferential ring of oscillators caused the
proximal and distal section to desynchronize, but complete synchronization was maintained
with only a single oscillator connecting the sections with high enough coupling. The network
of oscillators could withstand loss; even with 40% of oscillators lost randomly within the
network, significant synchronization and anterograde propagation remained. A local increase in
pacemaker frequency diminished anterograde propagation; the effects were strongly dependent
on location, frequency gradient and coupling strength. In summary, the model puts forth the
hypothesis that fundamental changes in oscillation patterns (ICC slow-wave activity or circular
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muscle contractions) can occur through physiological modulation of network properties. Strong
evidence is provided to accept the ICC network as a system of coupled oscillators.
(Received 25 September 2016; accepted after revision 15 December 2016; first published online 30 December 2016)
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Introduction
The interstitial cells of Cajal associated with the myenteric
plexus (ICC-MP) generate omnipresent pacemaker
activity (slow waves) that provides rhythmicity and
propagation direction to the slow-wave-driven motor
patterns of the intestine (Huizinga et al. 1995; Der-Silaphet
et al. 1998; Sanders, 2006; Lammers & Stephen, 2008;
Bayguinov et al. 2010; Hennig et al. 2010). When the
ICC-MP activity is the only electrical activity propagating
into the musculature, the ensuing motor patterns can
be strongly propulsive (Der-Silaphet et al. 1998) or,
at low amplitude, it can cause mere ripples in the
motor patterns (Kuizenga et al. 2015). The ICC-MP
slow waves also take part in the generation of the
segmentation (non-propulsive, absorption-promoting)
motor pattern; for segmentation to occur, in addition
to the omnipresent ICC-MP slow waves, a second,
stimulus-dependent pacemaker emerges that interacts
through phase amplitude coupling with the ICC-MP
pacemaker (Huizinga et al. 2014, 2015; Pawelka &
Huizinga, 2015). We have proposed that other motor
patterns, such as the strongly propulsive minute rhythm,
also depend on the interaction between pacemaker
activities, including the ICC-MP pacemaker (Huizinga
et al. 2015). In fact, the ICC-MP pacemaker activity is
part of all motor patterns because it is omnipresent and
continuously and rhythmically changes the membrane
potential of the smooth muscle cells of the circular and
longitudinal muscle layers.
Owing to the crucial involvement of the ICC-MP in
motor pattern generation of the intestine, it is imperative
that a thorough understanding of its network properties
is gained, and we need to understand the influence of
perturbations of the ICC-MP network on pacemaker
activity and motor patterns. Loss of ICC has been
convincingly demonstrated to be linked to gastroparesis
(Faussone-Pellegrini et al. 2012; Grover et al. 2012;
Pasricha, 2015), chronic constipation (Lyford et al. 2002;
Kashyap et al. 2011; Knowles & Farrugia, 2011) and
intestinal pseudo-obstruction (Isozaki et al. 1997; Kenny
et al. 1998). Abnormal intestinal motility has consistently
been associated with reduced ICC (Becheanu et al. 2008;
Miller et al. 2008; Rumessen et al. 2010, 2011; Lammers
et al. 2011). We still have little information on the
direct relationship between specific ICC changes and
abnormal motor patterns. Lammers et al. (2011) noted

that loss of >50% of ICC (as measured by loss of ckit
immunoreactivity) did not result in changes in slow-wave
activity. As Farrugia (2008) noted: ‘there is no agreement
on what constitutes a normal or abnormal number of ICC
nor what is a normal or a disrupted network of ICC’. We
need to establish a possible association between disease
severity and the extent of reduction of ICC (Yin & Chen,
2008; Araujo et al. 2010).
We have previously shown that the ICC-MP pacemaker
network can be modelled as a weakly coupled oscillator
network (Huizinga et al. 2014; Parsons & Huizinga,
2015, 2016). We now expand the model into two
dimensions. We derive model parameters from both
the mouse and the cat intestine, which have markedly
different frequency gradients, and explore effects of
perturbations of the network properties leading to
testable hypotheses regarding the contribution of network
properties to function and dysfunction of intestinal motor
patterns.
Methods
Relationships between pacemaker modelling,
contraction patterns and electrical slow-wave activity

The intestine generates omnipresent pacemaker activity
(slow-wave activity) originating in interstitial cells of
Cajal associated with the myenteric plexus (ICC-MP;
Huizinga et al. 1995; Thomsen et al. 1998; Sanders,
2006). Recently, we developed a mathematical model of
this intestinal pacemaker network according to weakly
coupled oscillators (Parsons & Huizinga, 2016). In the
present study, we used published parameters obtained
from slow-wave activity generated by the whole cat
intestine (Lammers & Stephen, 2008) and parameters
from slow-wave-driven motor patterns of the mouse
small intestine (Parsons & Huizinga, 2016). The electrical
output of the ICC-MP pacemaker network (the slow-wave
activity) is transferred to the smooth muscle cells,
and arrays of extracellular electrodes placed on the
musculature can monitor the activity in two dimensions
(2-D; Lammers & Stephen, 2008). This activity in the
mouse intestine creates motor activity with the same
frequency and velocity as the original pacemaker activity
(Huizinga et al. 2014; Parsons & Huizinga, 2015).
Our model (Parsons & Huizinga, 2016) has
neighbouring oscillators influencing each other in coupled
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reactions. The equation of the one-dimensional (1-D)
model is as follows:
dθi
K 
= wi +
H(θj − θi ) {j ∈ Z+ ||j = i − 1,
j
dt
2
j = i + 1}{i ∈ Z+ ||i ≤ n}
n stands for number of oscillators in the model; θ is
the phase of the oscillator; w i is the natural frequency
(in radians per second); K is the coupling strength
(unitless); and H is the interaction function (in radians per
second).
The model was further modified into a 2-D
array of oscillators, with every oscillator connected to
(influencing) its neighbours. The model was solved in
Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) using the ode45
ordinary differential equation solver. The oscillators’
frequencies and coupling strengths were stored in 2-D
matrices, and other variables (including coupling strength,
coupling noise, frequency noise and oscillator numbers)
were stored as variables/1-D arrays (when a gradient
exists). The basic network used in the present study
has 100 (for the cat) or 200 oscillators (for the mouse)
in the longitudinal direction (100 or 200 per row) and
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B

3x3 Network of Oscillators

six oscillators in the circumferential direction (six per
column), displayed in a flat 2-D arrangement unless
otherwise stated. The end oscillators in every column (in
rows 1 and 6) of the 2-D array were connected to mimic the
system of circumferential oscillators in the intestine. Every
oscillator was connected to eight or five other oscillators,
depending on whether the oscillator was surrounded by
oscillators or positioned at the ends (Fig. 1A). When
modelling the mouse intestine, the frequency of the most
proximal column of oscillators was 50 cycles per minute
(cpm; cycle interval of 1.2 s) and the frequency of the most
distal column 40 cpm (cycle interval of 1.5 s). Modelling
the cat intestine, the frequency of the most proximal
column of oscillators was 17 cpm (cycle interval of 3.5 s),
and the frequency of the most distal column 6 cpm (cycle
interval of 10 s); these data were estimated from the work of
Lammers & Stephen (2008). The number of longitudinal
oscillators was chosen as 100 to give a resolution
that mimicked the figures in Lammers & Stephen
(2008).
The equation for the 2-D model is as follows:
dθij
1   K ij ,p q
= w ij +
H[(θj − θi )mod2π]
i
j
dt
8
2
Oscillator Map
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Figure 1. Explanation of oscillator connections and the construction of maps and still images of the
videos
A, an oscillator anywhere except at the edge is connected to eight other oscillators (blue). An oscillator at
the edge is connected to five other oscillators (red) in this 3 × 3 network. B, sample generated oscillator
map where the averaged phase values of one column of oscillators over time is displayed. Marked area is
not to scale. C, Sample still image of a video where the phase values of the entire network of oscillators
are displayed. Marked columns/rows are not to scale.
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(when the oscillator is in the first or last column, the
changes to 15 )

1
8

(i ∈ Z+ ||i < m + 1)
(i ∈ Z+ ||j < n + 1)
w ij = 2 π ζij
p = i − 1, i + 1, i (when q = j , p = i)
⎧
n, j + 1, j (when j = 1)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
j − 1, 1, j (when j = n)
q=
⎪
j − 1, j + 1, j (in other conditions)
⎪
⎪
⎩
(for all values of q, when p = i, q = j )
where n is the number of oscillators around the
circumference of the intestine (representing a column) or
the number of rows (in a column); and m is the number of
oscillators along the long axis of the intestine (representing
a row) or the number of columns (in a row).
The graphical output was mapped in two dimensions
with, on the y-axis, the number of oscillators along the
length of the small intestine, with each value being the
average value of the six oscillators in the circumferential
column, and the x-axis as time, showing a 20 s period in
the mouse and a 60 s period in the cat (Fig. 1B). These
periods were chosen to give logical comparison with the
spatiotemporal maps of contraction (mouse) or slow-wave
activity (cat).
In the supplementary videos, the behaviour of all
oscillators is shown over time. The x-axis of the videos
represents the column numbers and the y-axis the row
numbers, displaying all oscillators and changes over time
(Fig. 1C). The oscillators change colour with upstroke
and downstroke over time. Still images from the videos
are given in the figures. They give the six circumferential
oscillators on the y-axis and oscillators along the length of
the intestine as the x-axis.
Results
Frequency gradient, frequency noise and coupling
strength in the mouse intestine model

Figure 2A shows the model output using 200 oscillators
in the longitudinal direction (along the long axis of the
intestine, 200 per row) and six in circumferential direction
(six per column), with the values in the circumferential
direction averaged (displayed as oscillator # on the y-axis
of the figure). Furthermore, a frequency gradient of
50 cpm (1.2 s interval) to 40 cpm (1.5 s interval)
was applied, with a coupling factor of 20. Figure 2I
shows a typical spatiotemporal map of the mouse small
intestine in the presence of TTX, where the motor pattern
is governed by the ICC-MP pacemaker cells without
neural influences (Der-Silaphet et al. 1998). Given that
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all biological variables are noisy, we incorporated random
noise into the cycle interval, between −0.02 and +0.02 s.
This maximal value used was 1.5% of the average cycle
interval, which is 1.35 s in the mouse. A similar noise in
slow-wave frequency is found in animal experimentation
(Parsons & Huizinga, 2016). Interestingly, the model
showed that the oscillator with the highest frequency,
from which oscillators apparently propagated in both
directions, was not the most proximal oscillator but was
more distal. Such an oscillator has been called an ‘ectopic
pacemaker’ (Lammers et al. 1997; Lin et al. 1998), but
it is a consequence of natural properties of the network;
hence, we call it a ‘local high-frequency oscillator’, i.e. an
oscillator that has a higher frequency compared with its
neighbours, forming an initiation point for slow waves and
thus contractions. They were visualized more prominently
in Fig. 2D, where the first 50 oscillators (columns with
averaged values) are expressed.
The propagation velocity was dependent on the
coupling strength, as shown in Fig. 2E, where the coupling
strength was 0.4 and the propagation velocity was strongly
reduced compared with a coupling strength of 20 (Fig. 2A).
Adding noise to the network with reduced coupling
gave a dramatic change in wave pattern; it caused the
emergence of multiple local high-frequency oscillators,
from which the waves travelled in both directions, and
the occurrence of dislocations at the termination of
slow waves. Note that the frequency at the most distal
oscillator was reduced from 17 to 14 cycles per 20 s
owing to dislocations. In the spatiotemporal maps from
the model, the values of the six circumferential oscillators
were averaged, whereas the behaviour of all oscillators
over a 20 s period is shown in supplementary Videos
1 and 2, from which still images are shown in Fig. 2G
and H, respectively. With the addition of frequency
noise at relatively low coupling strength, the propagating
nature was completely disrupted, and apparently random
sections showed back-and-forth movements of the waves.
The noise that induces disruption of propagation direction
and dislocations may come from background activity
of the enteric nervous system. Figure 2I shows activity
in the presence of TTX, where regular propagation
of contractions dominates. Figure 2J shows a map of
intestinal contractions in the absence of TTX; hence,
background intrinsic nerve activity is present. This gives a
spatiotemporal map with characteristics as in Fig. 2F.
Modelling of the intestinal slow-wave patterns
in the cat intestine

In the cat intestine, the slow-wave activity along the
entire length of the intact intestine shows a frequency
reduction from 17 cpm (interval 3.5 s) at its most
proximal part to 6 cpm (interval 10 s) at the distal
end, which is a reduction of 65% (Fig. 6 of Lammers
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Figure 2. Effect of frequency noise on wave pattern simulating the mouse intestine contractions
A, baseline map of the mouse intestine model. Intrinsic frequency gradient of 50 (proximal) to 40 distal,
using 6 × 200 oscillators (six rows with 200 oscillators in each row; 200 columns with six oscillators
per column), with the values of the six circumferential averaged. Coupling strength is 20. A section of
20 s is captured, giving 17 contractions. B, to the parameters in A is added frequency noise, with all
cycle interval values having added a random value, maximally ±0.02 s. Note that a local high-frequency
oscillator appears in the proximal part. C and D are enlarged sections of A and B, showing the proximal
50 averaged columns. E, parameters as in A but with a coupling strength of 0.4, showing a marked
reduction in propagation velocity compared with the coupling strength of 20 (A). F, added to the
parameters in E with frequency noise as in B, resulting in dramatic changes in wave patterns, the
emergence of multiple local high-frequency oscillators, marked changes in propagation velocity and
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direction and the occurrence of dislocations; the frequency at oscillator 200 is 14 per 20 s. G, screenshot
of supplementary Video 1 using the parameters of E, showing the characteristics of all six circumferential
oscillators, together with all longitudinal oscillators over time. H, screenshot of supplementary Video
2 using the parameters of F, showing the characteristics of all six circumferential oscillators, together
with all longitudinal oscillators over time. I, map of the mouse intestine motor patterns in the presence
of TTX. J, map of the mouse intestine motor patterns in the absence of TTX. For methods of obtaining
spatiotemporal motility maps please see Parsons & Huizinga (2015, 2016).

& Stephen, 2008). The model output using these cat
intestine parameters is shown in Fig. 3A, using 6 (per
column) × 100 (per row) oscillators over a period of
60 s. These parameters are used so that the output is
consistent with the figures of Lammers & Stephen (2008)
to allow direct comparison. Compared with the mouse
intestine, the propagation velocity is significantly reduced.
Addition of frequency noise induces dislocations in the
distal part of the map (Fig. 3B), similar to its common
appearance in the distal part of the cat intestine (Lammers
& Stephen, 2008). Given that the gap junction density
in the distal intestine was shown to be only 28% of that
of the proximal intestine (circular muscle adjacent to the
ICC network; Thuneberg & Peters, 2001), we hypothesized
that a gradient in coupling strength might exist. Applying
a coupling strength gradient from 5 (proximal) to 0.5
(distal), a strong gradient in propagation velocity emerged
as well as an increased occurrence of dislocations in the
distal part (Fig. 3C). This is similar to the situation in
the intact cat intestine. Adding frequency noise to this, the
map output becomes even more similar, with dislocations
occurring at a distinct section of the intestine and the
emergence of a local high-frequency oscillator in the
proximal end, from which the oscillations propagate in
both directions, in the proximal section (Fig. 3D; compare
with Fig. 6 of Lammers & Stephen, 2008). Supplementary
Videos 3 (corresponding to still image Fig. 3E) and 4
(corresponding to still image Fig. 3F) show the output
of all oscillators over a 60 s period. Figures 2H and 3G
show the effects of different coupling strength gradients on
dislocations and propagation velocity and direction; with
stronger coupling, the number of dislocations decreases.
Note that after each dislocation (terminating slow wave),
the next oscillator shows a transient marked increase in
propagation velocity, a feature in common with the cat
intestine (Lammers & Stephen, 2008).
Effects of changes in coupling strength on wave
patterns in the mouse model

With coupling strength = 0, there was no entrainment
and the oscillator patterns were erratic, as every oscillator
oscillates at its own frequency (Fig. 4A and B and
supplementary Video 5). With a coupling strength
of 0.5, sections of the intestine appeared coupled,
oscillating at the same frequency, becoming frequency
plateaus; dislocations (skipping a wave when coupling
was not strong enough to create full synchronization)

also appeared (Fig. 4C and D). In the videos, it is
demonstrated that the introduction of coupling resulted in
sections of oscillators becoming fully entrained (oscillating
at the same frequency), creating frequency plateaus
(supplementary Video 6). An additional prominent
feature was the zigzag pattern of pacemaker propagation,
the alternate retro- and anterograde propagation at
apparently random positions and at widely varying
propagation velocities. This is caused by the development
of local high-frequency oscillators (higher compared with
their proximal and distal neighbours) so that it becomes
the starting point of propagation in both directions.
When the coupling was increased from 0.5 to 5 (Fig. 4E
and F and supplementary Video 7), all the features
described above disappeared except for the proximal
high-frequency oscillator. As coupling increased from 5
to 20, the propagation velocity increased (Fig. 4G). When
a coupling strength gradient was introduced (in order
to compare coupling strength features shown in the cat
intestine; Fig. 4I), the propagation velocity decreased from
proximal to distal, and dislocations appeared in the distal
intestine, similar to the cat intestine.
Circumferential loss of oscillators
Mouse intestine. To understand the consequences of

full circumferential loss of ICC, coupling strength was
reduced to 0 around every oscillator in columns 67 and
134 (Fig. 5A, C and E and supplementary Video 10).
Coupling strength varied from 20 (Fig. 5A) to 0.7 (Fig. 5C).
With a coupling strength of 20, three independent areas
occurred where all the oscillators had the same frequency
within the section because they were entrained (Fig. 5A).
However, the frequency of the middle and distal section
was lower compared with the proximal section because
the entrainment occurred with the highest frequency
being different for the three sections. In all sections, a
local high-frequency oscillator appeared in the proximal
part of the sections, confirming that occurrence of a
high-frequency oscillator is not a peculiar property of
the proximal intestine but a direct consequence of the
network properties, i.e. the presence of noise means that
an oscillator can have a higher natural frequency than an
oscillator proximal to it. When only one oscillator from
both columns (67 and 134) was restored (this oscillator
now being connected to the neighbouring oscillator in
columns 66 and 68 or 133, but still not to other oscillators
within its column), full synchronization was restored with
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a coupling strength of 20 (Fig. 5B and F and supplementary
Video 11), and the propagation velocity decreased.
With a very low coupling strength of 0.7 (Fig. 5C), full
synchronization did not occur, and frequency plateaus
developed, bordered by frequency steps (dislocations).
When one oscillator in both columns was restored, no
consequence was observed (Fig. 5D).
When a section of oscillators, 40 columns wide, was
taken out in the middle of the segment, the proximal and
distal sections behaved as independent units (Fig. 5G) with

a coupling strength of 20. The uncoupled middle section
showed random activity (all oscillators oscillating at their
own frequency) because all oscillators were disconnected
from each other. The distal section had a lower frequency
compared with the proximal section. The two sections
had the same coupling strength, the same frequency
gradient and the same propagation velocity, only a lower
frequency because of the intrinsic frequency gradient.
When only row 6 (across the 40 columns, because rows
1 and 6 are connected, putting back any row has the same
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Figure 3. Effect of frequency noise on wave patterns mapping the cat intestine slow waves
A, baseline map of the cat intestine model. Intrinsic frequency gradient of 17 cycles per 60 s (proximal)
to six cycles per 60 s distal, using 6 × 100 oscillators with the values of the six circumferential oscillators
averaged. Coupling strength is 2. A section of 60 s is captured, giving 17 slow waves. B, to the parameters
in A is added frequency noise, with all values having added a random value, maximally ±0.5 s (on the cycle
interval). Dislocations appear in a specific section of the modelled intestine. C, parameters as in A but
with a gradient in coupling strength from 5 (proximal) to 0.5 (distal). No frequency noise. D, parameters
as in C but with a frequency noise with maximal values of ±0.5 s. E, screenshot of supplementary Video 3
using the parameters of C, showing the characteristics of all six circumferential oscillators, together with
all longitudinal oscillators over time. F, screenshot of supplementary Video 4 using the parameters of D,
showing the characteristics of all six circumferential oscillators, together with all longitudinal oscillators
over time. G, baseline parameters as in Fig. 2D, with a coupling strength gradient from 5 (proximal) to
0.05 (distal). H, baseline parameters as in Fig. 2D, with a coupling strength gradient from 5 (proximal) to
2 (distal).
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Figure 4. Effect of coupling strength on wave patterns in the mouse model
A, baseline parameters (as in Fig. 2B, with noise) but with a coupling strength of 0. B, screenshot
of supplementary Video 5 using parameters of A, showing effects of all 600 oscillators over time. C,
baseline parameters (as in Fig. 2B, with noise) but with a coupling strength of 0.5. Frequency plateaus
appear, and the frequency drops from 17 per 20 s to 14 per 20 s in the most distal oscillator. Also,
local high-frequency oscillators occur and marked irregularities in propagation velocity and direction. D,
screenshot of supplementary Video 6 using parameters of C, showing effects of all 600 oscillators over
time. E, baseline parameters (as in Fig. 2B, with noise) but with a coupling strength of 5. F, screenshot of
supplementary Video 7 using parameters of E, showing effects of all 600 oscillators over time. G, baseline
parameters (as in Fig. 2B, with noise) but with a coupling strength of 20. H, screenshot of supplementary
Video 8 using parameters of G, showing effects of all 600 oscillators over time. I. Baseline parameters (as
in Fig. 2B, with noise) but with a coupling strength gradient of 5–0.05. J, screenshot of supplementary
Video 9 using parameters of I, showing effects of all 600 oscillators over time.
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Figure 5. Loss of circumferential pacemaker sites
A, mouse intestine, scenario 1: a ring (column) of all six pacemakers is eliminated (coupling to all
neighbours = 0) at columns 67 and 134. Coupling strength 20 with noise; compare with Fig. 4G (baseline
figure without oscillator elimination). B, mouse intestine, scenario 2: one of the oscillators in the column
has been restored, i.e. is now coupled to their proximal and distal neighbours but not to the neighbour
within its column; other parameters as in A. C, scenario 1; coupling strength 0.7 with noise. D, scenario
2; other parameters as in C. E, screenshot of supplementary Video 10 of model shown in A. F, screenshot
of supplementary Video 11 of model shown in B. G, to model the loss of a whole section of pacemaker
cells, all oscillators of columns 80–120 were taken out; coupling strength 20 with noise. H, same as G, but
one (continuous) row was left in throughout columns 80–120 so that the proximal and distal sections
are coupled. I, cat intestine. In order to relate directly to an experiment from Lammers and colleagues,
where slow-wave propagation was blocked by ligation (see Fig. 6 of Lammers & Stephen, 2008), we took
out pacemakers at columns 16, 31, 56 and 82; the control map for this is Fig. 3D. J, same as I but with
only five of the six oscillators in the columns taken out (hence, there is connection between all sections
not eliminated).
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effect) allowed communication between the proximal and
distal part, full synchronization occurred, with the distal
part oscillating at the proximal frequency at coupling 20
(Fig. 5H).
Cat intestine. In order to relate directly to an experiment

from Lammers & Stephen (2008), where slow-wave
propagation was blocked by ligation (see Fig. 6 of
Lammers & Stephen, 2008; reproduced here in Fig. 6)
in the cat model with coupling strength gradient of

A
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5–0.5 with frequency noise, columns 16, 31, 56 and
82 were taken out (all oscillators in the column were
taken out, isolating the different sections; Fig. 5I). The
control map for this is Fig. 3D. In the cat intestine,
dislocations disappeared when the intestine was ligated
(blocking slow-wave propagation) at the four different
spots. This also happened in the model, because the
frequency gradient within the isolated segments was
markedly reduced (Fig. 5I). With some coupling preserved
through coupling of one of the oscillators in the columns,
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Figure 6. Direct comparison between physiological and model data
A and B are reproduced from Lammers & Stephen (2008) with permission. A, slow-wave activity across
the entire cat intestine, recorded for 60 s. Two frequency plateaus are marked. B, slow-wave activity
across the entire cat intestine after ligation at four sites indicated by arrows, recorded for 60 s. C, cat
intestine model: intrinsic frequency gradient of 17 cycles per 60 s (proximal) to 6 cycles per 60 s distal,
using 6 × 100 oscillators with the values of the six circumferential oscillators averaged. Noise was added
to the cycle intervals randomly between −0.5 and +0.5 s. Coupling strength gradient of 5 (proximal)
to 0.5 (distal). Two frequency plateaus are marked. D, model output: cat intestine, coupling strength
gradient of 5–0.5 with frequency noise; columns 16, 31, 56 and 82 were taken out (all oscillators in the
column were taken out, isolating the different sections).
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synchronization did not occur, presumably because of low
coupling in the distal intestine except for the disappearance
of local high-frequency oscillators in the distal segments.
Figure 6 shows a direct comparison between physiological
and model data, showing striking similarity.
Random loss of connections or loss of oscillators

In pathology reports, loss of ICC is usually indicated as a
percentage loss. In order to study the effect of randomly
lost pacemaker cells (oscillators), we started out again with
200 × 6 oscillators with a coupling strength 20, as in

Fig. 2A. Then, oscillators were randomly ‘taken out’ (all
coupling removed). When 20 or 30% of the oscillators were
taken out, the oscillation propagated normally (Fig. 7A and
B and supplementary Video 12), When 40% of oscillators
were removed, there was still significant entrainment,
but features of reduced coupling were evident in the
occurrence of a dislocation, high-frequency oscillators and
hence retrograde propagation (Fig. 7C). All these features
became more dramatic with further increased pacemaker
loss (Figs. 7D–F); the frequency plateaus became smaller.
With 70% loss, the frequency at the distal site of the
map was reduced from 17 to 14 cycles per 20 s (Fig. 7F).
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Figure 7. Random loss of oscillators
A–F, all maps show the mouse model with coupling strength of 20 with noise. A, 20% of oscillators
were randomly disconnected from all neighbouring oscillators; compare with Fig. 2B without oscillator
loss. B, 30%; C, 40%; D, 50%; E, 60%; and F, 70%. G, screenshot of supplementary Video 12, with the
parameters of the model as shown in A. H, screenshot of supplementary Video 13, with the parameters
of the model as shown in F. I and J, these maps show the cat model with coupling strength gradient
of 5–0.5 with noise. I, 20% random oscillator loss. J, 70% random oscillator loss. Compare with Fig. 3D
without oscillator loss.
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The behaviour of all oscillators with loss of 20 and 70%
is shown in supplementary Videos 12 (Fig. 7G) and 13
(Fig. 7H), respectively.
In the cat intestine model, with a frequency gradient
of 5–0.5 with noise, a loss of 20% of the oscillators had
marked effects, with an increased number of dislocations,
especially in the distal end; with a loss of 70% of the
oscillators, complete loss of synchronization occurred, and
no propagation was evident (Fig. 7I and J).
Changing the pacemaker frequency locally

A stimulus (neural excitation, a bolus of food in the
lumen or electrical stimulation) can change the pacemaker
frequency (Beckett et al. 2003; Zhu et al. 2014, 2016).
In physiological conditions, a stimulus is most likely to
be experienced locally and not to be uniform along the
entire intestine. The question arises, how many pacemaker
cells have to be changed in order to have an effect on
motor patterns, and what effects can be expected? Control
conditions were a cycle interval of 1.2 s (50 cpm, proximal)
to 1.5 s (40 cpm, distal), with a coupling factor of 20
without frequency noise, as in Fig. 2A. When the cycle
interval of column 100 was increased to 1.1 (giving
a frequency of 54 cpm), this column became a local
high-frequency oscillator (higher than its neighbours),
from which the waves propagated in the proximal and
distal direction (Fig. 8A). When the coupling strength was
reduced to 5 (Fig. 8B), the same change occurred but now
with a reduced propagation velocity. When the coupling
strength was reduced from 5 to 0.7, the 54 cpm pacemaker
was not able to synchronize the proximal part and to make
it propagate retrograde (Fig. 8D).
When the frequency of column 100 was increased to
300 cpm, the frequency remained 54 cpm (Fig. 8C);
hence, the coupling was not strong enough to synchronize
the network to 300 cpm. With a coupling strength of
20, a 300 cpm ring of oscillators achieved a frequency
of 108 cpm (not shown). When instead of a single
column, a section of 20 columns (90–120) was changed to
54 cpm, the results were essentially the same as if only one
column was changed (Fig. 8E). The propagation velocity
of the proximal and distal part was affected because the
frequency gradient in the two sections had increased.
When the frequency was increased to 54 cpm at two
sites (column 25 and 175), these became high-frequency
oscillators at 54 cpm, and the waves collided and were
eliminated at column 100.
Figure 8G and H shows the cat model with a coupling
strength gradient of 5–0.5 without frequency noise (shown
in Fig. 3C). When the cycle interval of column 50 was
decreased to 2.5 s (Fig. 8G), the high-frequency oscillator
at 24 cpm caused the oscillations to propagate retrograde
in the proximal part. The distal part obtained a frequency
gradient from 24 to 6 cpm, creating multiple dislocations.
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When the cycle interval in column 50 was decreased to
0.2 s, the coupling strength was not strong enough to
cause synchronization at the frequency, and the original
frequency was maintained and the propagation direction
in the distal part remained anterograde (Fig. 8H).
Discussion
We successfully modelled an ICC network as a twodimensional network of weakly coupled oscillators with
a frequency gradient and showed changes over time
in video and graphical formats. Our modelling puts
forth the testable hypothesis that fundamental changes
in oscillation patterns (ICC slow-wave activity or circular
muscle contractions) can occur through physiological
modulation of network properties (coupling strength
between oscillators, frequency gradient and frequency
noise). The striking resemblance of our model outputs to
physiological data published by Lammers and co-workers
strongly suggests that ICC pacemaking should be seen as
a consequence of synchronized pacemakers, in contrast
to the single pacemaker hypothesis (Lammers & Stephen,
2008).
To obtain effective propulsion of content, slow waves
and the associated contractions have to propagate over
a significant distance. To promote absorption, the
propagation has to be interrupted or propulsion has to
change into segmentation (Cannon, 1902). This can occur
by switching on a second pacemaker that can interact
with the ICC-MP pacemaker to generate the typical
segmentation motor pattern that was described by Cannon
(Cannon, 1902; Huizinga et al. 2014). While studying
the mouse intestine, we noted that when setting up the
whole intestine in an organ bath, often erratic activity
occurs (Fig. 2J), which changes into perfect propagating
contractions by the addition of nerve conduction blockers
(Fig. 2I). Also in the cat intestine, without blocking
nerve impulses, multiple sites of slow-wave origin can
occur, resulting in a combination of anterograde and
retrograde propagation (Fig. 11 in Lammers & Stephen,
2008), suggesting that a source of biological noise is
background neural activity that will affect pacemaker
frequency (Beckett et al. 2003; Zhu et al. 2014). This led
us to hypothesize that background nerve activity might
strongly influence motor patterns by creating ‘noise’ in
ICC network properties.
Frequency noise and the emergence of pacemaker
sites

We have previously shown that the ICC-MP pacemaker
network of the mouse intestine closely resembles a system
of weakly coupled oscillators (Huizinga et al. 2014; Parsons
& Huizinga, 2015, 2016). The present study refined
the model by creating a 2-D circumferential network
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Figure 8. Local changes in frequency
No frequency noise was applied to any of the experiments in order to isolate the effects of the locally
increased frequency. A–F, mouse intestine. A, the intrinsic frequency interval gradient is 1.2–1.5 s.
Coupling strength 20; all oscillators in column 100 were changed to an interval of 1.1 s. B, same as
A but with a coupling strength of 5; all oscillators in column 100 were changed to an interval of 1.1 s. C,
same as B but with frequency interval in column 100 at 0.2 s. D, same as A, but with coupling strength
0.7. E, same as B with coupling strength of 5, but the cycle intervals of all oscillators in columns 90–110
were changed to 1.1 s. F. same as B with coupling strength of 5, but the cycle intervals of all oscillators
in columns 25 and 175 were changed to 1.1 s. G, cat model with coupling strength gradient of 5–0.5 and
the standard frequency interval gradient from 3.5 to 10 s; the cycle intervals of all oscillators in column
50 were changed to 2.5 s. Compare with Fig. 3D with no cycle interval change. H, same as G but with
intervals changed to 0.2 s. I, mouse intestine with coupling strength gradient from 2.0 to 0.7; the interval
gradient is 1.2–1.5 and the entire column 100 changed to 1.1. J, same as I but the entire column 100
changed to 1.7.
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of 6 × 100 or 6 × 200 oscillators and showed the
behaviour of all oscillators over time in video format.
In addition, we modelled the cat intestine, which has
a large slow-wave frequency gradient, and compared it
with the pacemaker output shown in a study of the
entire cat intestine (Lammers & Stephen, 2008). Our
model showed that the oscillator with the highest intrinsic
frequency is not necessarily the most proximal one. A
consequence of intrinsic frequency noise, randomly added
to all oscillator frequencies, was that the initiation point of
propagating oscillations shifted from the most proximal
site to one distal to it (Figs 2 and 3). Random noise
to the frequency causes one oscillator in the proximal
area to have the highest frequency (higher than the first
oscillator with the highest intrinsic frequency and other
oscillators in the proximal area). Importantly, this is also
seen in physiological experiments in the whole cat intestine
(Figs 3, 4 and 11 of Lammers & Stephen, 2008); the
initiating site of the slow wave occurred at 6–10 cm distal
to the most proximal site in 79% of the preparations.
In both the cat intestine (Lammers & Stephen, 2008)
and our model, it also appeared immediately distal to
a conduction block caused by circumferential loss of
oscillators. The traditional interpretation would be that
an ectopic pacemaker developed (Bercik et al. 2000) or
that an ‘active’ pacemaker emerged (Lammers & Stephen,
2008), but here it is shown that it is a network property
(frequency gradient and frequency noise) that makes
this happen. Interstitial cells of Cajal are always active,
as shown by cutting tissue into sections; every section
immediately continuous oscillating (Lammers & Stephen,
2008). Hence, the spots where slow waves initiate and
from which slow waves propagate in both directions are
local oscillators with a higher frequency compared with
their neighbours based on network properties. The term
‘ectopic’ (meaning in an abnormal place or position)
pacemaker, is a misnomer because there is nothing
‘abnormal’ about the appearance of high-frequency spots
in a network of coupled oscillators; we therefore describe
it as the emergence of a local high-frequency oscillator.
The effect of frequency noise is dependent on conditions;
it becomes much more prominent when the coupling
strength is reduced, and it is more prominent in concert
with a large frequency gradient.
Although the ‘one pacemaker’ hypothesis and the
‘network of pacemakers’ hypothesis appear to be markedly
different, there are, in our view, many more commonalities
then differences, because the biophysical nature of the
pacemakers and the network are, of course, common to
both. In fact, when Lammers and colleagues point out
that proximal pacemakers entrain distal pacemakers, we
agree. Entrainment, the process whereby two interacting
oscillating systems assume the same period, is a property
of a coupled network of oscillators. When Lammers &
Stephen (2008) sectioned the whole cat intestine, ‘ectopic
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pacemakers appeared that were not apparent in the intact
intestine’. The present study shows that the intestine is
best viewed as a system of millions of active coupled
oscillators, and that points of apparent initiation of slow
waves are not indicative of newly created pacemaker
sites, i.e. local ICC have started to generate oscillatory
activity, but are a property of the network influenced by
coupling strength, coupling noise (Parsons & Huizinga,
2016), frequency gradients, frequency noise and local
stimulation. Frequency and coupling strength are under
physiological control (Du et al. 1991; Kjølbye et al. 2007;
Tanaka et al. 2009; Nielsen et al. 2012; Herve & Derangeon,
2013; Mañé & Jimenez, 2014), and we hypothesize that
both may be used physiologically to change motor patterns
from propulsion to segmentation, dependent on need.
In the brain, spontaneous neural activity is thought
to consume 80% of metabolic energy and is thought
to instantiate the maintenance of information for
interpreting, responding to, and even predicting
environmental demands (Raichle, 2006; Mazzoni et al.
2007). In the intestine, spontaneous neural activity
may be an important factor in determining ICC
network properties such that the default position of the
ICC network in spontaneous non-stimulated conditions
results in a segmentation motor pattern. This is consistent
with the observation that postprandial segmentation was
abolished by nerve blockade (Janssen et al. 2014).
Dislocations and the frequency gradient

One of the findings in the study by Lammers & Stephen
(2008) was that slow-wave dislocations (the termination of
a slow wave that occurred without collision with another
slow wave) disappeared when the tissue was cut into
sections. In their experiments, it is also obvious that
dislocations occur much more frequently in the distal
part compared with the proximal part. Furthermore, it
is clear that dislocations occur much more frequently in
the cat intestine compared with the mouse intestine. Our
study shows that the abundance of dislocations in the cat
versus the mouse is likely to be a direct consequence of the
markedly stronger frequency gradient in the cat. In our
model, all oscillators are active and they synchronize more
or less, depending on coupling strength and frequency
gradient. In the view of Lammers & Stephen (2008), the
frequency gradient is a consequence of a gradient in the
refractory period. It is also possible that the frequency
gradient is a consequence of a gradient in factors related
to calcium homeostasis in ICC that underlie frequency
regulation in individual ICC (Malysz et al. 2001; Sanders
et al. 2004; Imtiaz et al. 2010; Lowie et al. 2011). The
present study shows that the occurrence of dislocations
is related to frequency gradient, frequency noise and the
coupling strength. The fact that dislocations occur more
often in the distal intestine may indicate that the coupling
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strength there is less. This can be caused by a gradient
in gap junction density; the density of gap junctions in
the circular muscle adjacent to the ICC network in the
distal, was only 26% of that in the proximal intestine
(Thuneberg & Peters, 2001). The importance of the
frequency gradient in creating dislocations is supported
by the fact that in the model as well as in the cat intestine,
isolating the segment into smaller sections makes the
dislocations disappear because an immediate consequence
of cutting is the marked reduction in the frequency
gradient.
Propagation

The classical way of looking at propagating slow waves
is expressed by Lammers & Stephen (2008) i.e. slow
waves propagate from an active site at the proximal end,
and the velocity decreases while travelling distally. This
view supports the single pacemaker site hypothesis, in
contrast to the view that the intestinal pacemakers are
a network of active pacemaker cells (Bortoff, 1972) held
in the present study. In an oscillator network, there is
no active propagation; the synchronization of oscillators
creates apparent propagation. Lammers & Stephen (2008)
noted that the slow-wave velocity temporarily increases
after a dropped slow wave and suggested that may be
attributable to a gradient in the refractory period. The
transient increase in velocity after a dropped slow wave
is prominently seen in our model, but in the model
there is no local abrupt change in refractory period. In
both the model and the intestine, the more distal, the
larger the difference between entrained slow-wave activity
and the intrinsic frequency, which explains the decrease
in velocity. Another contributing factor to a decreasing
velocity distally may be the presence of a gradient in
coupling strength, such that in the distal intestine the lower
coupling may decrease velocity.
The ICC network is a network of weakly coupled
oscillators (Parsons & Huizinga, 2016). The network
behaviour is determined by the natural frequencies of
the oscillators, the coupling strength and the interaction
function (Parsons & Huizinga, 2016). An integral feature
of the interaction function is the refractory period; the
slow wave cannot be disturbed during its depolarizing
phase because of ion channel kinetics and/or restoration
of calcium stores (van Helden et al. 2000). The refractory
period is therefore likely to be a percentage of the slowwave period; hence, it is likely to change when the period
changes. In the model, it is a fixed percentage of the
oscillator period. In the intestine, the frequency gradient
causes the slow-wave period to increase moving distally;
hence, the refractory period increases. This is in agreement
with the postulate of Lammers & Stephen (2008). In our
model, the change in refractory period is a consequence
of the frequency gradient.
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Loss of coupling or loss of pacemakers

Electrical activity spreads easily within a network of gap
junction-coupled oscillators. We show here that with
high enough coupling, if only one in six circumferential
oscillators is coupled to their proximal and distal
neighbours, the entrainment of the distal pacemakers
is unaffected by the loss of the five circumferential
pacemakers. There is no frequency drop in distal activity.
Even sectional loss of oscillators does not impede
synchronization of the proximal and distal segment as
long as one continuous connection is maintained with
high enough coupling. Of course, within the uncoupled
section there is no propulsion, and content passage may
be impaired if the section is large enough. A consistent
finding in motility dysfunction is the reduction in ICC
(Isozaki et al. 1997; Kenny et al. 1998; Lyford et al. 2002;
Kashyap et al. 2011; Knowles & Farrugia, 2011; Lammers
et al. 2011). Here, we show that network properties protect
the pacemaking from consequences of incidental loss. Up
to 40% of oscillators can be lost before propagation is
strongly affected.
Local changes in pacemaker frequency

Increasing pacemaker frequency has often been
equated with increased peristaltic or propulsive activity
(McCallum et al. 1998). The ICC-MP in the intestine
are heavily innervated (Thuneberg, 1982; Rumessen
& Thuneberg, 1991; Rumessen, 1994; Rumessen et al.
2009), and this innervation has the capacity to change
the pacemaker frequency (Huizinga et al. 1984; Beckett
et al. 2003; Zhu et al. 2014, 2016). Here, we show that
locally increasing slow-wave frequency has marked effects
on motor patterns but does not necessarily increase
propulsive activity. The development of high-frequency
spots can change a propulsive motor pattern into a
segmentation pattern. In fact, an increase in frequency
in the middle of the intestine may slow down peristalsis.
First, the proximal part will show retrograde pacemaking
and the distal part may show a reduced anterograde
propagation velocity. The present study also shows that
there are limits to changing the frequency, because
imposing a frequency that is too far above or below
the natural frequency does not result in a change in the
network frequency if the coupling strength is too low.
Diameter (D) maps, strain rate maps and
segmentation

D-Maps reflect local contractions around the whole
circumference of the intestine. This is modelled here
by averaging column amplitudes. In reality, a diameter
change is a summation of contractions around the
circumference, and the contractions are related to the
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depolarization phase of the ICC-generated slow waves.
Here, we show in the model videos the behaviour of
the individual circumferential oscillators. This is not
reflected in D-maps and is much better represented by
strain rate maps as constructed by Lentle and colleagues
(Lentle et al. 2012; Janssen et al. 2014) by tracking points
on the surface of the intestine rather than measuring
diameter. Importantly, the pattern obtained by 70%
loss of ICC, hence loss of synchronization (Fig. 7F),
strikingly resembles that obtained by Janssen et al. (2014)
in strain rate maps of segmentation in the distal ileum
of the anaesthetized pig. Initiation of segmentation
postprandially is essential for nutrient absorption, and
it is likely that several independent mechanisms may
contribute to this. A segmentation pattern can be switched
on by neural input or long-chain fatty acids (Gwynne et al.
2004; Janssen et al. 2014); these stimuli may act through
a reduction in the coupling between ICC (directly or
via neural innervation), resulting in the isolation of ICC
from the network. Alternative mechanisms are direct
effects on the refractory period (Janssen et al. 2014) or
the induction of secondary pacemaker activity in the ICC
associated with the deep muscular plexus (Huizinga et al.
2014). None of these mechanisms are mutually exclusive.
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